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1. Introduction 
Several basic tasks in the context of Computer Aided Design (CAD) like contouring surfaces, 
efficient graphical generation of parametric surfaces or finding all intersections of such surfaces 
are often successfully treated with the aid of so called subdivision techniques (c.f. [2,3,4,7,8,10,18]). 
Let us briefly reformulate first the basic principles of these techniques in simple algebraic terms. 
To this end, consider a parametric representation of the form 
S(x) = c CiBi(X), x E J-J (1.1) 
iEI 
where D is some fixed (parameter) domain, the control points ci are in general elements of R”, 
some m 2 1, and { B,: i E I } is some collection of linearly independent scalar valued functions 
satisfying 
B;(x)>,O, CB,(x)=l, XE52. (1.2) 
iEI 
Typical and frequently used instances of the Bi’s are univariate or multivariate B-splines and 
Bernstein polynomials (c.f. [4]). Aside from the fact that expansions of the type (l.l), (1.2) 
usually admit very stable numerical processing an important advantage with regard to design 
purposes is that the control points ci convey already some ‘visible’ information on the geometry 
of the surface. The key to refining this initial information is to employ further ‘refined’ 
collections ( B,,i: i E IA} with respect to some ‘refinement’ parameter h such that Y;, = 
span{ B,,i: i E I,,} 29= span{ B,: i E I} while still 
B,,i(x) 2 0, C Bh,r(x) = 1, x E 1(2. (1.3) 
iE1, 
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Thus one may reexpress the given function in (1.1) as 
s(x) = c C&JX), x E il. 
iE1, 
(1.4) 
Let ( - 1 denote some norm on 88”. Supposing that lim ,, ~ ,dim Y,, = cc, the point is that there 
typically exist parameters & E 52, i E Ih, such that 
limh+OI%&-ch,il =O (1.5) 
while due to (1.3) and the nature of the ‘subdivided’ spaces one has 
s(x) E [ { ‘h,i > iEId*)] (1.6) 
where [A] denotes the convex hull of A and I*(x) = { i E I,, : B,,i(x) # 0) is usually a ‘small’ 
subset of I,,. 
These facts lead to the following two major applications. For h ‘sufficiently’ small instead of 
the exact values S(&,i) the refined control points ch,; are used in view of (1.5) for graphical 
display purposes. Secondly, the zeroes of S, or equivalently, intersections ‘of surfaces can be 
tracked down on account of (1.6) by successive ‘local’ subdivisions. 
Of course, the merit in both application hinges upon two points. Firstly, stable and efficient 
algorithms for the generation of the refined control points from the original ones should be 
available; secondly, a sufficiently fast convergence in (1.5) should be guaranteed and reliably 
estimated. 
As for the first issue, the refined control points are typically convex combinations of the 
original ones which results in numerically stable algorithms. Moreover, for instance, when 
dealing with splines on uniform grids these codes are extremely fast and require significantly less 
computations than the usual point evaluators for S (c.f. [2,7,8,10,19]). 
On the other hand, surprisingly little seems to be known about when and at which rates the 
expected convergence in (1.6) actually takes place. For subdivision of univariate splines with 
equidistant knots and univariate Bernstein polynomials the control points are shown in [16] to 
converge linearly with respect to the subdivision level. These bounds are not best possible 
though. In fact, although not dealing directly with subdivision it is implicit in de Boor’s 
discussion of “how well B-spline coefficients model the spline” [6, p. 1591 that the refined 
control nets for univariate splines converge quadratically. The sharp estimates in [ll] also 
confirming quadratic convergence are given for a setting of multivariate splines on uniform grids 
only. 
The objective of this paper is to derive optimal convergence rates for various different 
subdivision settings. The point is that this is achieved by applying a rather simple and general 
technique which works in all the commonly used concrete cases (c.f. the special cases [ll; 6, p. 
1561) without even requiring any explicit information on the structure of the refined control 
points. Instead, the major ingredient which will be needed is just the uniform stability of the 
basis {B,,, : i E I,, }, h > 0, i.e. the existence of some constant d > 0, independent of h such that 
for ajE R” 
d I ai I G II C aiBh,i II cv(‘h,j) (1.7) 
i E I, 
where &?h,j is some subset of 52 and ]I f II -(ii’) = supxED If(x) I. In fact, in order to see how 
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much for a given collection { & : i E I,,} of parameters the c,,~ differ from the values S(,$&) one 
only has to consider the positive operator 
(Q,,,f)<x> = C f(~h,r)‘h,i(X) 
i E I, 
mapping any f E C( 52) into csph. Since by (1.4) 
(Q,,,s>b> - S(x) = c b%i,.i> - C/~,;)&,;(X), 
I E Ih 
(1.7) yields then 
lS(th,i) -c/z,i I G K’ II Q/z,,S-Sll ca(‘,,i), (1.8) 
while by (1.3) 
Hence studying the convergence of the refined control points essentially reduces to studying the 
approximation properties Of the Operators Q,,< depending on the choice of the &,;, i E Ih. 
We will apply this approach in the following sections to various settings of spline or Bernstein 
polynomial surface representations not covered by [ll] showing that the refined control points 
typically converge quadratically with respect to the subdivision level. The role of Qh,( will then 
be played by Schoenberg’s variation diminishing operator or by the Bernstein operator, respec- 
tively, so that the results follow essentially by applying known facts about these operators. 
Specifically, in some cases saturation properties of the operators Qh,+ immediately lead to 
saturation results for the convergence of the refined control nets confirming that quadratic 
convergence is in general best possible. 
On account of the equivalence of norms on IR m the convergence of the control points c*,~ may 
be estimated coordinatewise. Thus we will assume without loss of generality throughout the 
following that m = 1. 
2. Univariate splines and Bernstein polynomials 
Spline curves and surfaces play an important role in CAD. Since every spline can be written as 
a linear combination of B-splines subdivision techniques are applicable [5,2,7,16]. This gives a 
first example of the general recipe proposed above. The resulting quadratic convergence may be 
deduced also by following the lines in [6, p. 1591 (see below). 
To be specific, let X = ( xi } :L,” be an increasing sequence of knots such that xi < x;+~, 
i= l,..., n, xk = O, x,+1 = 1. Denoting by [xi,. . . , xj+k ]f the k th order divided difference of f 
with respect to X;, . . . , X;+k the k th order B-spline with knots xi,. . . , x~+~ E X is defined as usual 
by 
~,,,,(x)=(x;+k-X;)[X;,...rX,+k](’-X):-l. 
It is well known that [5] 
hTi.X,k(X) 2 O, ? Ni,X,k(x) = 1~ x E [o, 11. (2.1) 
r=l 
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NOW let T= { ti}~=+lk, ti K t,+k, i = l,..., IV, be any refinement of X, i.e. XC T. Then every 
spline 
S(x) = k ci*.X,k(x) (2.4 
i=l 
has a unique representation 
S(x) = 5 Cr.ilVi.T,k(X) (2.3) 
i=l 
with respect to the finer knot sequence T. 
For explicit representations of the refined control points cr i as convex combinations of the 
original coefficients ci and efficient ways to compute the c=,~ ‘s the reader is referred to [2,7]. 
Since for k = 1 cT,; = S(3(ti + ti+l)) while for k = 2 c=,~ = S( f,+r) (cf. [2,7]) we will assume in the 
sequel that k > 2. We will also use the convention that t, = t,, t, = tN+k for I G 1, Ia N + k, 
respectively. 
The local convergence properties of the c~,~‘s may now be summarized as in the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 2.1. Suppose S given by (2.2) belongs to C[ti_k+Z, ti+2k_2]. Then there exists a constant 
C, depending only on k but not on T, X, i such that for 
tT,i= Cti+l + . ’ * + ti+k-,)/(k - 1) (2.4) 
(i) I CT,; - S(<,i) I G C/c(fi+Zk-z - ti-k+z) II S’ II m[ti-k+2, ti+Zk-21, i = l,..., N. 
(ii) Moreover, if S E C1[ti_k+2, ti+2k_-2] one has 
I cT,i- s(5T,i) I G Ck(fi+Zk--2- li-k+212 II s” II m[‘i-k+29 fi+2k-2]” 
Clearly for h,= max,,,,,.,+,(t,+, - ti) one has (ti+2k_2 - ti_k+2) G 3kh.. Since S is a piece- 
wise polynomial with fixed breakpoints only at X (ii) assures always second order convergence 
rates for the refined control points c~,~ as long as Xn (ti_-k+2r ti+2k_2) + 0. Of course, if 
S E C’[O, l] so that I] S” ]I ,[O, l] < 00 the second order convergence holds globally. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Recall from [5] that 
i+k-1 
dk I ai I Q II C ajNj.T,k II co[‘i3 fi+k] 
j=i-k+l 
(2.5) 
holds for some constant d, > 0 independent of T, { aj}y=1 and i. Thus (1.7) holds with 
fi,,i = [ti, tj+k]. The role of QE,N in Section 2 is now played by Schoenbergs variation-diminish- 
ing operator 
(‘T.,f )cx> = f f(6T,i)Ni,T,k(X), (2.6) 
i-l 
so that in view of (2.5) the estimate (1.8) reads as 
lS(t’~,i) -CT,~ I G 4’ II vT,ks-sll co[fi, fi+k]* (2.7) 
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Using that Vr,,Q = Q for all linear functions Q we get in standard quasi-interpolant fashion 
II vT,,S- S II rn[f;, ?;+,I.< II Q - ‘II ce[t~~ fi+kI + i+l_k~~~i+k_, I ‘(6T.j) - Q(~T.,) I . . 
Choosing Q(x) = S(T;), when SE C[tr-k+Z, ti+2k-2 ] and Q(x) = S( 7;) + (x - 7,)S’( T,) 
s E ati-k+2? ti+zk-z ] where 7, is some point in [I;+~__~, t,+2k_2] the assertion follows 
combining (2.8) and (2.7). q 
(2.8) 
when 
from 
Note that the estimates in Theorem 2.1 can be expressed in terms of the original or refined 
control points. In fact, defining 
vxc;= x 
cj - Ci-1 2 VxC; - V,yC;_, 
I+k-l - xi 
3 vxci= x, 
r+k-2 - xi 
(2.9) 
(c.f. [6]) one has 
/IS’llco[ti++2, f;+& <(k-l)maX{ IV+‘,,jI:j=i-2k+4,...,i+2k-3}, 
(2.10) 
11 s” 11 ooffi-k+2, ?i+2k-2] 
<(k--l)(k-2) max( IV$z,,i):j=i-2k+5,...,i+2k-3], 
or 
IIS’IIm[f;_k+29 tj+2k-2] G(k-l)mm{ IVxcjI:j=p-k+l,...,q}, (2.11) 
IIS”IIm[f;_k+2, t;+2k_2] G(k-l)(k-2)max( IV~c,I:j=p-k+2,....q), 
where 
p=min{l:x,>ti--k+2}, q=max{/: x[<t,+2k_2}. 
Conversely, the second order convergence of the refined control points turns out to be best 
possible. To make this more precise let T, = { tm }yzc” denote a sequence of refinements of X. 
We shall briefly write &,,; = 5=_.;, c,,, = cr,,;, h, = h,, etc. The convergence of the refined 
control points is then saturated in the followmg sense: 
Theorem 2.2. Let for [c, d] C [0, 11, I,[ c, d] = { i: [c, d] n (ty, fzk) # !I} and assume h, -+ 0, 
m+co. Then 
max 
iEl,[c,dJ 
1 s(tm,i) - cm,l l/(fim+k--l - tl?l)2 =0(l)y m + 00, (2.12) 
implies 
C m,; = wn,i), i E L[CY 4. (2.13) 
Moreover, when S E C’[ c, d] then S is linear on [c, d]. 
Before proving the above result it is perhaps worthwhile to relate it, at least under suitable 
restricted assumptions, to known saturation properties of the operator VT,,. To this end, suppose 
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for simplicity that ~im,~_,i - rim+, > 0, 1 =G i <N,, m E N, and that the refinements T, are 
quasiuniform, i.e. 
max (l,y,_, - r,y)/rnin ( f,?+k_-l  fly) < r (2.14) 
i i 
holds for some r independent of 
er(X) = (F/T,kt2)(x) - 
where 
1 
c (t,- tJ2. 
YT*i = (k - 1)Z(k - 2) i+l<l<s<i+k-1 
m E IV. As in [13] let 
x2 = ? Yr,;%&) 
i==l 
Thus 
(ti+k_i -t;+i)2/(k-l)2(k-2) G<T,iG !f(fi+k-I -ri+l)2/(k-1) 
and CT(x) > 0, x E (0, 1). Hence, due to the quasi-uniformity of T, and (2.5), 
(2.15) 
(2.16) 
mZiX 
iEl,[C, d] 
(fi+k-l - ti+l)2 = O( eTm(x))y xE[c, d], m+co. 
Since in the present case (1.9) reads 
which by (2.12) means that 
The assertion follows immediately from Corollary 5.3 in [13] and the fact that VT,, reproduces 
linear functions. Moreover, under the above hypotheses, when S E C[ c, d], then 
,Eyy:dl 1 ‘(tm,i) - ‘rn,i 1 = o(eTm(x))y x E (c, d), 
m 7 
implies that S” is bounded on (c, d). 
In order to treat the general situation one may proceed as in [6, p. 1591 representing the spline 
S as 
S(X) = f xT,i(s>%,T,k(x) (2.17) 
i=l 
where for *T,i(x)=(t,+i -~)...(t~+~_~ -x)/(/c-l)! and some fixed point 7i E (ti, ti+k) 
k-l 
A,,Jf) = c (-l)k-‘-‘*$~:_i-+i)f”‘(7,). 
J=o 
Note that choosing 7z = [T,i gives [17] 
*$~i-2)(~r,;) = 0, *$fi-3)(&-i) = ( - 1) k-2$yT,i. (2.18) 
Interpreting if necessary S(j’( [T,i) as a limit from inside the support of IVi,T.k and observing that 
k-l 
c (__l)k-*-jp;l-j) 
(6T,i)s”‘(ET,i) G C(fi+k-l - li+l)’ 
j=3 
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holds for some constant C depending on S but not on T (2.17) combined with (2.18) provides 
C m., = bJ9 = an,,-) - YT,,iS%7,i)/2 + @W,m,,-, - 4%)3. (2.19) 
Since h, + 0, m -+ 00, (2.12) assures, in view of (2.16), (2.19) and the fact that S is a piecewise 
polynomial, that S” vanishes on [c, d]\X and hence is piecewise linear. (2.13) is now an 
immediate consequence of (2.19) and the form of X,,j. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.2. 
0 
A case of particular interest arises for X= { xj}f2,, x1 = . - a = xk = a < b = x~+~, . . . , xZk. 
Recall from [20] that then for x E [a, b], 
N&X)=B;_l,k(XIa, b)=(~_:i(~)i-l(~)~-i, i=l,...,k, (2.20) 
i.e. on [a, b] the B-splines coincide with the Bernstein basis functions of degree G k - 1. Thus 
refinements of the form T = { t, } iEl+l)k where 
0 = t, = . . . = f, < tkwl = . . . = t,, < . . . < cm, = . . . = t(,+,), = 1 
L.O 4” Y” 
(2.21) 
of X= (0 )...) 0, l)...) l}, say, cover subdivision of Bernstein polynomials as a special case, since 
N 4k+i,r,k(~)=Bi_-l,k(~Iyq, yq+l), i=L,...,k. 
3. Tensor products 
The case of tensor products of univariate splines is treated similarly. A little bit of additional 
elaboration is perhaps justified by the error estimates for the corresponding version of & and 
by some comments on saturation. 
To this end, we shall use the notation x = (x1,. . . , x,)~ E R”, and i = (i,, . . . , i,), k = 
(k 1 ,..., k,), n=(n, ,..., n,), N=(N, ,..., N,) E Z: to denote indices, coordinatewise orders 
and the number of knots in the respective grid components of 
x=x,x *.* xX,c T=T,x -.a XT, 
where 
x, = { xl.;, > r,‘=:“‘? i’-‘j = { f/,;, } r,“. 
Likewise we set 
Defining again for f~ C([O, 11”) 
(~~,/J)(X) = c f&,,)lVi,T&) 
l<r~N 
we obtain for 
S(x) = c oi,x&) = c CT,ilVi.T,k(X) 
lCi<?l lgi<N 
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the estimate 
(3.1) 
where 
[t;, t ,+/A =[ h,i,, h,.k,] x * - - x [ fs,i,7 fs.i,+k,] 3 
and d, > 0 is independent of S, T, i. 
In order to estimate the right hand side of (3.1) note that V,., reproduces every multilinear 
function in 
9&x)= c a;x’: a;EW) 
where we 
\ O<i<l I 
have used standard multiindex notation 
xi = xjl . . . xis 
s * 
Thus for any P E 9, we get exactly as in the univariate case 
II V*,kS - S II m[fir f;+k] G II p - ‘II rnifiT ‘t+kl + max 
i+l-ksjai+k-1 
I s(tT,j) - P(tT.j) I 
~211P-SIlm[f;-k+~~ fi+.7k-2]* (3.2) 
By Corollary (2.1) in [12] one can choose P E PI such that the right hand side of (3.2) is 
bounded for sufficiently smooth S by 
’ i (tj,i,+2k,-2 - ?j,i,-k,+2 
j=l 
[ti-k+2, t1+2k-2] (3.3) 
where the constant C is independent of i, T and S. Note that no mixed partial derivatives occur 
in the above bound. Again using (2.11) one may bound (3.3) in terms of coordinatewise 
differences of control points. At any rate, combining (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3) confirms again a 
second order convergence rate. 
Note that, in contrast to the univariate case, the convergence of the refined control points in 
the tensor product setting is in general not saturated. This is pointed out in [ll] for equidistant 
knot sequences X,, T/. 
However, saturation does hold when dealing with tensor product Bernstein polynomials. To 
this end, assume each factor of X and T has the form (2.21) where in particular T, contains 
m + 1 distinct break points yf’, i, = 0,. . . , m,. Thus 
S(X) = C c;Ni,X,k(x) 
l<i<k 
reduces to the tensor product Bernstein polynomial 
c biBi,k(X lo, ‘) 
O<i<k-1 
where for a, b E Rs 
Bi.k(X I a> b, = ,filBi,,k,(xj I aj, bj), (3.4) 
and the coefficients bj = ci+i are sometimes called the Bezier points of S. 
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Writing for x, y E R!“, 
KY= (XIYI,...,XsYJT, X/Y = (X,/Y* 3. . . ’ xs/vs )’ 
and 
Y; = (Y1.i ,,..., YS i )‘y * 7 
the above special refinements T yield 
‘cx) = C ‘,.iW.,,k 
ldrdmk 
Cx) = C ( C hLBj,k(xlYi. Y1+l))9 
O<i<m-1 Oaj<k-1 
where b: are referred to as the refined Bezier-points of S. Noting that for i, = q,k, + pj, 
O<pj<kj, j=l,..., s, 
tr.i=Yq+P(Yq+l -Yq)/tk- ‘1 
the above results (3.3) specialize to 
P(Yq+l -YJ 
k-l 
forO<q<m-l,O<p,<k-1. 
Conversely, suppose a sequence of refinements T” of the above type satisfies 
c T”c T”+‘c . . . . . . _
and set 
Theorem 3.1. Under the above assumptions on { TY}VCN and X 
max 
O<i<m”-1 
O<j<k-1 
j(yZ -_P) 
k-l (3.6) 
implies S E 9, and hence 
bli = S( y,“’ + j( y,(:: - y,‘“‘)/( k - 1)). 
Proof. For s = 1 the assertion follows from Theorem 2.2. Suppose it holds for the (s - 1) variate 
case. For fixed z+, E N let H( p, q) = {x E [0, llS: xP = y,‘,“;‘}. Clearly S 1 Hcp,qj is polynomial in 
xj of degree kj - 1, j = 1,. . . , s, j #p. Moreover, (2.20) and (3.4) yield for any i with i, = q 
(OT j,>O; 
Thus 
{bij: O<i<m’O-l,O<j,(k-l, i,=l, j,=O} 
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forms the refined BCzier net of S ) Hcp, 4j. Hence combining (3.6) our induction hypothesis and 
the assumptions on T” one concludes 
a2q x)/ax; = 0, xEH(p,q), l=l,..., s, I#p. 
Varying p, q, choosing J+, sufficiently large and using the fact that S is a polynomial completes 
the proof of Theorem 3.1. 0 
4. Bernstein polynomials over simplices 
When dealing with the more flexible class of piecewise polynomials over triangulations 
Bernstein polynomials over simplices play an important role (c.f. [4,14]). 
WeneedsomefurthernotationLetforcYEZ”,, ]cr]=ar,+ . ..+(Y~. cy!=o~,!...q!,(;)= 
a!/p!(a - p)!. F ur th ermore Pf= alatf/axa while for 2 E OB” D,f= E:f_,zj af/ax,. 
As usual 
n,(w+{ c e,*“:c,E02) 
lal<k 
denotes the space of all real polynomials of degree < k. As before C will denote a generic 
constant which may have different values on each occurrence. 
Given any affinely independent points r?, . . . , us+l E R” the barycentric coordinates X(x; u) 
=A=(&,..., X,+,)Tof x with respect to the simplex u = [d, . . . , u’+l] are given by 
s+l s+l 
x=F(X, u) = c XjUj, c xj=l. (4.1) 
j=l j=l 
Recall that for p E Z:+‘, 1 j3 I = k, the Bernstein basis polynomials of total degree < k are given 
by 
B;(h) = (k!/p!)Xt 
Clearly, one has for h 2 0 
c B;(x)+ B;(X)>,& IPI =k. (4.2) 
IPI=k 
With any set @ = { bfl}PEz:+l,IPIPk c Iw one may associate the polynomial 
For A = h(. ; U), &[@; ii] is called a Bernstein polynomial with respect to u. @ is often referred 
to as the corresponding Bezier net. Again (4.2) implies 
B,[@; h] c [a], A>,O, (4.3) 
so that the Bernstein polynomials fit into the general framework of Section 1. 
Moreover, recall (c.f. [14]) that for ei = (S,,)f~~ E Z:+‘, 
B,[@; ei] =bkei, i=l,...,s+l; 
i.e., Bk[@; A( ’ ; a)] agrees with @ at the vertices of u. 
(4.4 
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Since the polynomials Bi( X( x; a)), I/3 ) = k, span I17,(lR “) every polynomial in II,@! “) may 
be written as a Bernstein polynomial with respect to any (nondegenerate) simplex 6 in R”. 
Subdividing (the Bernstein representation of) a fixed given polynomial 
P(x) = B,[@; h(x; a)] 
means to generate for any simplex 6 in some triangulation 
that 
(4.5) 
Y of u the new BCzier net +a such 
(4-b) 
Here a collection Y of simplices is called a triangulation of D if U{ 6; S E F} = s2 and the 
intersection of any two elements 6, 6’ EY is either empty or a common face of 6 and 8’. 
Efficient and stable subdivision algorithms based on de Casteljau’s recursive scheme (cf. [4]) 
have recently been proposed in [15,19]. 
Again one expects that the elements in J/6 approach the polynomial P given by (4.5) in some 
sense and our objective is to estimate the speed of this convergence. 
In order to identify an appropriate choice of the points & i (c.f. (1.5)) for the present case it is 
convenient to view @ as a discrete function on the discrete simplex 
(&= {F(P/k; e):PZS=i, IP] =k}, 
associating bP with the point F( /3/k; a) in u. For any triangulation Y of u the refined BCzier 
net @Y is now defined on the set of points ( Y)k = U{(6),; S E F} be requiring that 
@.TI (6), = $89 8 E3-e (4.7) 
Theorem 4.1. Using the above notation one has for any 6 EY 
II lJ - 4s II ,Wd 
where the constant C depends 
The proof of Theorem 4.1 
< C(diam 8)’ c ]] D”P )I ,(S) (4.8) 
lal=2 
only on s and k. 
is postponed after the following remarks. 
Remark 4.1. In order to express the above bound in terms of BCzier points recall that for any 
4 = {c/3] lfl/-k andanysimplex S=[U’,...,U~+‘] 
D u+,J?k[J/; h(.; S)] = k c A~+K~+,J$-~(X(.; 6)) (4.9) 
IpI =k-1 
where for z E Zs+’ A,c, = c~+~ - 
s+l i 
cp (c.f. [14]). Let U denote the matrix whose columns are 
i= l,..., s. Using (4.9) it is not hard to confirm the existence of a constant C 
iependkg only on s such that for Q(x) = Bk[ #; X(x; S)] 
c II DaQ II cm@) G II u-’ II ‘; j ,y~z~_~ IAel-er+lAe/-er+lcp+2~~+1 I (4.10) 
Ial== , . 
where ]]U]] =max{ ]Ux]: Ix] =l}, 1.1 d 
that ]] U-’ I] d a/d, 
enoting in this case the Euclidean norm on 03”. Noting 
where d, is the diameter of the largest ball contained in 6 and applying 
(4.10) for Q = P and u, S respectively, yields for 6 E.T 
II P - %-II ,(@)d G C(diam WJzi j ,g+~~_~ IAel-e~+~Ae~-e~+~ba+2~~+l I (4.11) 
I 3 
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as well as the a-posteriori bound 
]I p - QY]] ,((a),) G C(diam S/ds)2i, ,~a:~_~ IAe~-e~+~Ae~-e~+~~~+2~~+~ II 
1 . 
(4.12) 
where $a = { bps} ,p, =k and the constant C depends only on s and k. 
Remark 4.2. Let us briefly discuss canonical choices of ,7. In the bivariate case, s = 2, each 
discrete simplex (a),, q E N, determines uniquely a triangulation of u consisting of q2 triangles 
of equal volume all being similar to u and whose vertices belong to (o) 9. For s > 2 there exist 
several triangulations with these properties. A canonical construction of such a triangulation 
works as follows: Denoting by S, the set of all permutations of { 1,. . . , s} define for T E S, the 
simplex 
a, = {x E [o, l] s: X,(i) >, X,(Z) 2 * * * 2 XT(,)}. 
It is well known that 
Y= {(Y+uJY(YzZS, 7rES,} 
is a triangulation of lRs consisting of similar simplices of equal volume [1,9]. Moreover, denoting 
by L the identity in S, the set 
e4= (6E.P 6cqu,} 
is a triangulation of qu, for every q E N. Denoting by A the affine map determined by 
v’=A (q,...,q, 0 
i 
)..., 0 
Me 
iT), i=l,..., s+l, 
i-l s-i+1 
then 
<= {A(S):l%B,) 
forms a triangulation of u with the above properties. N’ote that in this case 
(?J, = (&k, 
so that for h = l/q and 
Qh=@r 
9 
the estimate (4.8) becomes 
II P - @,, II ,((a),) G C(diam o)*h* c ll D”P II ,(S), 6 Eq, 
(al=2 
C depending only on s and k. 
(4.13) 
(4.14) 
(4.15) 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. We follow again the pattern in Section 1. First we have to verify (1.7), i.e. 
to confirm the uniform stability of the Bernstein polynomial basis. Let .Z” = { X E lR’+’ : h >, 
0, A, + -a* +A,+, = l}. Since on account of the linear independence of the Bp”, I fi I = k, 
max{ IBk[+; AlI: XEF}, is a norm on R (:“) there exists a constant C depending only on s 
and k such that 
II~llm~~ll4b~ Xl II,( (4.16) 
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Writing briefly BJf; X( . ; S)] instead of Bk[ 4; X( . ; S)] when 
c/3 =fUV/k; 6))Y .1c/= {CL?> jPI=k 
(4.16) yields for any 6 EY and qs satisfying (4.6) 
II p - $6 II J(G) G c II BkIP - $6; w ; VI II m(S) 
=CllB,[R A(*; q] --PII&+ (4.17) 
In order to estimate the right hand side of (4.17) we proceed as in Section 3 and recall first the 
well known fact that for any simplex 6 
Bk[Q; X(X; S)] = Q(x), for all Q E II,( (4.18) 
This follows by combining (4.4) and (4.9). A standard consequence of (4.18) is 
Lemma 4.1. Suppose f E C2(S) and x E 6. Then 
If(x) -Bk[f; A(x; a)] I <2(diamSJ2 c ll~afll,(~). 
l4=2 
Proof. By (4.18) one has for any Q E II,@“) 
If(x)-B,[f; +; a)] I Q lf(+Q(-dl+P,[(f-Q); WC a>] I 
G 2 II f - Q II co@). 
Fixing z E 6 and choosing for instance 
Q(x)=f(z)+o,-,f(z)EIT~(R~) 
one easily arrives at (4.19). 
(4.19) 
Combining (4.19) and (4.17) proves (4.8). 
In general, the order in (4.19) and hence in (4.8) is best possible. Again one even has a 
saturation result which is most easily formulated for the uniform triangulations q given by 
(4.13). 
Theorem 4.2. Suppose one has for 5 as in (4.13) and h = l/q, 
II P - @h II m((&) =o(h2), h -+ 0. 
Then P E II,(lR”) and Qh = P I ccjAy, q E N. 
(4.20) 
Proof. The argument parallels that in the proof of Theorem 3.1 for the tensor product case. In 
fact, for s = 1 the result follows again from Theorem 2.2. Assuming it holds for the (s - l)-variate 
case one observes again that in view of the definition of B$( A) for 
6= [z&...,us+i], s; = [u’, . . .) d-l, z.i+l,. . .) us+‘], B,hk A(.; a>] Ia,, 
is a Bernstein polynomial on the (s - l)-simplex Si whose BCzier net is given by 
{G IpI=k,p,=o (4.21) 
Now fix 1, p, qEN, /<q, l~p<s+l and let H(p, q, I)={x~a:h,(x; u)=I/q). Then 
u n H( p, q, I) = 6 is an (s - I)-simplex and ( u)~ n H( p, q, I) = ( 6)4. Moreover due to the 
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structure of 5 (c.f. [l]) 3 = { 6 f~ H( p, q, Z) : 6 E <} is a triangulation of a” of the same type 
as Fq. Now by virtue of (4.21) the refined BCzier net with respect to 3 of the (S - l)-variate 
polynomial P 1 d involves only refined BCzier points in @,, h = l/q. Moreover, ( 5) 4 c ( CJ),~ n 
H( p, q, I), Y E N. Thus combining (4.20) and our induction hypothesis assures that P 1 d is 
linear. Again varying p, q, 1 proves the assertion. Cl 
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